Terms & Conditions
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF PURCHASE
Buying products in this shop means you accept the Terms of Purchase that follow. We
recommend , therefore, a careful reading of the same and the only place orders if you
agree with them .

DISCLAIMER
We carefully check the entire contents of our website and we will endeavor to broaden and
update our offer regularly. However, the accuracy of texts expressed , threads , etc. . Can
not be guaranteed . The " links " included in our site , directed to other sites or resources
operated by other owners were not fully reviewed and therefore are not responsible for the
content or accuracy of the existing texts on these pages , nor are we responsible for the
existence and access to these sites .

PRICES
All prices shown on this website are in Euros ( € ) . Prices shown exclude VAT at the statutory rate . Prices may vary without notice .
Delivery will be considered on a case where the customer is informed of the value before
shipping your order .
GENERAL INFORMATION SALES
When the order is taken from our website, send an automatic e- mail to the buyer with a
copy of the order.
Making the final price will be sent later for our services by email.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
OUR COMPANY DOES NOT ACCEPT RESPONSIBILITY FOR TYPOGRAPHICAL ERRORS MADE BY CUSTOMER , before finalizing the purchase the buyer should carefully
verify the text you typed is correct . If detected incorrectness their information should be
sent by email to comercial@pfa.pt within 24 hours. This last text sent is what will be used .
PFA UNIP . LDA . reserves the right to refuse orders with texts containing inappropriate
products such language.
PFA UNIP . LDA . draws attention to the fact that the visible colors on your computer
screen may be slightly different from the actual product color . This varies depending on
the Internet browser and the monitor that is being used .
PAYMENT
PFA UNIP . LDA . only accepted as payment presented at the time of purchase .
- Cheque on delivery
- Usually the recovery
- Deposit or transfer ;
- Payment Store in Physics ;
All these payments are made before or during the delivery of the goods , if you want other
payment should always contact our services to review your request .

DELIVERY
The UNIP PFA . LDA . makes all of your supplies through its own fleet of carriers or CTT .
The value of all orders will accrue sizes , except for orders over 300 euros, which will be
calculated according to destination and weight of shipment .
The cost of postage will be based on the current rates of the chosen medium
- The shipping address must be filled correctly . We are not responsible for returning of
orders with incomplete or incorrect addresses .
Orders returned because they were not raised on time or with incomplete addresses will
only be returned if the customer pays the shipping costs again.
If , 25 days after issuance of the order, the customer has not received , contact the PFA
UNIP . LDA . so that their whereabouts are ascertained .
PFA UNIP . LDA . can not be responsible for delays in deliveries that are related to reasons attributable to the carriers .
RETURNS
All items are checked by PFA UNIP . LDA . before being sent to you , why will only be
possible to return the items without any further charges in the following situations :
- Article incorrect;
- Article damaged in origin;
- The returns, cancellations or refunds do not apply to personalized goods, this situation
provided for by law :
" Supply of goods produced or ordered according to the consumer's specifications or clearly personalized can not be returned . "
You have eight (8 ) days to swap . Therefore, please send us an email or form accompanying the order must indicate the problem found, the item reference that requires exchange and the number of the invoice that accompanied the article .
If not used the product was simply returning conditions apply.
Upon acceptance of the problem by PFA UNIP . LDA . , The Customer should send the
item to us .
Please write in a simple and direct way all the relevant information that is included with the
shipment ; such as copy of the order , invoice , copy of correspondence , etc. .
A new article, to be sent to you upon receipt of the returned . The bearings of this post will
be on our own it is proved that the client is not responsible for the problem .
WARRANTY
There is a warranty that is provided in accordance with the general laws of consumption,
covering defects in materials and workmanship which could be detected during normal
product use.
Product damage resulting from misuse, normal wear , use or modification necessarily
wrong are not covered by warranty . The UNIP PFA . LDA . should be informed of the defects to be detected by observation of the product , within a period of time considered reasonable if you think that the product should be replaced . If so , the product can be returned for repair , replacement or credited , if so agreed .
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These warranty terms are also constrained by the general terms of returns relating to the
type of product .
PRIVACY
- All your data collected by PFA UNIP . LDA has the sole purpose of billing . Our company
takes a commitment to the privacy of any and all personal data of the customer as well as
their safety . The information you provide will only allow our service best suits your needs .

